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Abstract—Modernisation and globalisation has been a boon in developing India to be a smart country technologically but few concepts of the Constitution no longer meets the essence of time and the needs of Aged persons to live with dignity. This article is an attempt to pinpoint the social and legal problems of aged persons to live with dignity and deprivation of their basic rights and as well it is to exhibit the provisions of Maintenance and Welfare of Parent and Senior Citizens Act, 2007 (MWP Act) and its failure in protecting the rights of aged persons in India. Issues and challenges relating to implementation of MWP Act are discussed and solutions in the form of recommendation are penned down and attempted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Political, Economic and Social Justice are the most extraordinary strengths of our Indian Constitution but in this 21st Century these concepts have to be reinvented and researched. Especially the concept of Social Justice which the Constitutional framers thought was only about providing equal opportunities [1] but today has to focus on recent demands of the society i.e. the rights of Aged persons [2] to live with dignity. The Indian Constitution through Article 21, 39 and 41 i.e. fundamental right and directive principles of state policy do recognise few of the rights and concerns but the right to health, shelter, sustenance and dignity of aged persons is ignored or unforeseen.[3] Globally several International Conventions[4] and declarations [5] have recognised significant human rights for the Aged persons[6] but because International laws are not mandatory and their implementation is weak adherence to it has been ignored, violated and overlooked in many countries and India is no exception to it. Only the Apex Court through its numerous precedents has given recognition to several rights and invented right to live with dignity [7] [8] [9] through its interpretation under Article 21 of Constitution.[13]

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A purely analytical non empirical study is attempted by the researcher relying on significant precedents of Apex Court and books eminent authors.

III. FINDINGS

a. The Union of India through the Indira Gandhi National Old Age Pension Scheme has fixed Rs.200 per month for elderly person between age group 60 to 79 years and Rs. 500 per month for persons above 80 years of age.[10]

b. The Union of India, State Governments and Union territory administrators has proved to be incapable in actively supporting the Indira Gandhi National Old Age Pension Scheme.

c. Inspite of Article 19(1)(e) and Article 21 of Indian Constitution and, Article 25(1)of UDHR and Article 11(1)of ICESCR expressly providing for minimum standards of living still the government has been unsuccessful in providing minimum standards of livelihood to the poor and Aged persons. Right to live with dignity implies right to adequate shelter[11], food and clothing to the every person including elderly and but in our over populated country this is mere a dream.

d. The National Program for healthcare of elderly provided healthcare facilities to senior citizens but has not succeeded to the mark because they have not been fully operationalised in some districts of India.

e. The Maintenance & Welfare of Parents & Senior Citizens Act, 2007 (MWP Act) came as a boon for aged persons which requires under Section 19 the State Government to establish and maintain at least one oldage home in every district in the country and Section 20 provides for medical support for senior citizens by the State Government.

f. MWP Act lacks its publicity, its awareness and advertising amongst the aged persons in rural and urban area. [12]

IV. CHALLENGES:

a. The Pension Scheme and amount for elderly person is very inadequate and trivial to meet up the basic needs of survival.

b. The dawn for the Union of India, State Governments and Union territory administrators to work together for the proper implementations and planning of Pension schemes for Aged persons is yet awaited.

c. Right to shelter is subject to the economic budgeting by the State i.e. the financial capacity of the State cannot be overlooked.

d. National Program for healthcare are not implemented effectively due to lack of coordination and cooperation between UOI, State Government and Union territory administrators.
e. Every old age home under Section 19 of MWP Act was to provide accommodation for 150 Senior citizens who are indigent but due to large population of indigent elderly the State is helpless to provide shelters to aged persons to live with dignity.

f. As the aged persons are unaware of their human rights guaranteed by Indian Constitution and MWP Act, it is feasible for all to violate them.

g. Lack of Government support to the NGO’s in spreading awareness leads to non publicity of rights of aged persons and also the MWP Act.

V. ANALYTICAL RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

a. Pension should be realistic and viable at least half the minimum wages so that the aged persons can sustain themselves with dignity.

b. Humanitarian approach is required on the part of Government of this country. Pension and Welfare Schemes can be implemented properly only if Union of India, State Governments and Union territory administrators stand together against corruption and wholeheartedly think for the welfare not only of Aged persons but also the poorest of poor in this country.

c. Revised Integrated program for Senior citizens should be implemented to encourage productive and active ageing.

d. Government must provide Grants for maintenance of aged persons /senior citizens homes.

e. All National Programs for healthcare and overall development of aged persons must be implemented with due earnestness which is possible only if Union of India, State Governments and Union territory administrators genuinely decide to implement them.

f. Effective coordination between various ministers and Departments of State Government will ensure the welfare of aged persons.

g. Well planned publicity of the rights of aged persons under MWP Act will help the aged to live their remaining life with dignity.

V. CONCLUSION

Aged persons are vulnerable groups in the society and easily exposed to atrocities and exploitations. Aged people are not mere objects to be thrown or dumped, as they grow older they need good people to take good care but reality is very harsh and the Government of India and people at large should work hand in hand to eradicate the violation of basic rights of aged persons. The Union Government must continuously supervise the working of State Governments and union Territories in spreading the awareness about rights of aged amongst the society, monitor the measures adopted for implementation of provisions of MWP Act and support in implementing the plan of action for the publicity of MWP Act.
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